
 
 

Sportsafe Inspection Areas 
 

INDOOR AREAS 
 

Nursery 

A designated hall within a Nursery School containing fixed and/or portable PE Equipment designed 

for indoor use. Quantity determined by number of halls. 

 

Primary Hall 

A designated hall within a Primary School containing fixed and/or portable PE Equipment designed 

for indoor use. Common examples of equipment include agility tables, gym mats and wooden 

benches. Quantity determined by number of halls.  

 

Gymnasium  

A hall within a school used for multiple sports and PE activities, often equipped with gymnastic 

apparatus such as vaulting boxes/horses, wall bars etc. To include all fixed and portable Pe and sport 

equipment within any one given hall. Quantity determined by number of halls. 

 

Sports Hall 

A hall within a secondary school/F&HE used for multiple sports such as basketball, volleyball, 

badminton, 5 aside etc. and PE activities. To include all fixed and portable Pe and sport equipment 

within any one given hall. Quantity determined by number of halls. 

 

Trampoline 

Quantity determined by number of foldable trampolines present at an establishment. 

 

Table Tennis Table 

A table tennis table designed for indoor usage. Quantity determined by number of tables present at 

the establishment.  

 

Dance Studio 

A hall within the establish where the primary use is deemed to be for dance related 

lessons/activities. To include all fixed and portable equipment within the hall used for relevant PE 

activities. Quantity determined by number of halls.  

 

Fitness Suites 

Fitness suites are rooms/areas where the main function is for fitness related activities. To determine 

which band your establishment falls under please find below example quantities; 

• Cardiovascular Machine (Treadmill, Bike, Cross Trainer, Rower etc.) – 1 Per Machine 

• Single Station Resistance/Weights Machines (Leg Press, Chest Press, Lat Pulldown etc.) – 1 

Per Machine 

• Free Weights/Functional Equipment Area (Dumbbells, Benches, Medicine Balls etc.) – 1 Per 

Area 

• Multi Gyms (Resistance equipment with multiple stations/weight stacks attached by a 

common frame) – 1 Per Workstation 



 
 
 

Indoor Cricket Matting 

Artificial surface used for indoor cricket matting. All rolls of matting included in price but requires 2 

men to inspect due to weight.  

 

High Level Inspection 

Includes all PE/Sport related equipment which is fixed at a height which is only accessible whilst 

using mobile access platforms/scaffold towers. Common examples would include roof mounted 

basketball goals or netting trackway. Quantity determined by number of halls which require high 

level access.  

 

Leisure Centre Sports Hall 

A hall within a leisure centre used for multiple sports and PE activities. To include all fixed and 

portable Pe and sport equipment within any one given hall. Quantity determined by number of halls. 

 

Poolside Inspection 

Inspection of equipment stored (excluding items requiring PIPA or LOLER certification) by the side of 

a swimming pool. Quantity determined by number of pools. 

 

Outdoor Areas 
 

Astro Turf Equipment/ MUGA 

An area used for playing multiple sports, usually enclosed by fencing and often with an artificial 

surface. To include all fixed and portable PE and sports equipment within the fencing/ outer 

boundary of the surface. 

 

Trim Trail  

A path or course of multiple activity stations for outdoor exercise and play. There can be unlimited 

stations within any one trim trail, but the quantity must be increased if there are multiple trim trails 

found in separate locations of the school as each area will need to be deemed safe separately on the 

inspection report. 

 

Outdoor Fitness 

Static fitness machines purpose built for outdoor use. Quantity is determined by number of 

individual machines found within the establishment. 

 

Primary Playground 

An area within small primary and nursery schools used for outdoor play and Sport. To include all 

portable PE/Sport equipment within the area.  

 

Table Tennis Table 

A table tennis table designed for outdoor usage. Quantity determined by number of tables present 

at the establishment.  



 
 
 

Cricket Matting 

A single area, often within a cricket net/caged area, of permanent outdoor artificial surface installed 

specifically for the use of Cricket.  

 

Outdoor Goals 

Goals of any description found within any one outdoor sports field or playground area.  

  

 


